Farming Today

Neonics ban, Overfishing, Planning rules in National Parks

The view that house building is all but impossible in the UK's national parks is a view that the parks themselves are keen to dispel - so much so, that Pembrokeshire for example has a page on its website...

Link to full program: [http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b087pf9m](http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b087pf9m)

Link to Daniel Pauly's segment: [https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/legacy.seaaroundus/TVRadio/2017/DANIEL+PAULY+BBC+RADIO.mp3](https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/legacy.seaaroundus/TVRadio/2017/DANIEL+PAULY+BBC+RADIO.mp3)